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COMPILING DEFINITE CLAUSE GRAMMARS 

D. T�TAR 

A bstract. The original motivation for Chomsky's phrase structure grammar was the 

description of natural languages (NL). The most frequently used of them, CFG's, are 

not in general regarded as adequate for all the aspects that occurs in NL processing. 

A generalisation of CFG's, definite clause grammars (DCG) is better: in thís paper we 

introduce some methods of the association of a DCG to a CFG and the connections 

between the queries addressed to first and the language generated by the second. 

1. Introduction 

It is very well known how a CFG can describe a subset of a NL, as in the following 

example

Example 1.1. Sample grammar1. 

G= (IN, Ir, S, P) 
IN = {sentence, verb, noun - phrase, article, adjective, noun, preposition), 

I= {'give', the'' a'' best' last'' definition' ' notion'' of), 
S = sentence, 

P= {sentence > verb, nouT - phrase, 

noun - phrase > article, adjective, noun, 

noun - phrase > article, adjective, noun, preposition, noun - phrase 

verb give' 

article '« 

article ' the' 
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adjective best' 

adjeclive last' 

noun definition' 

noun'notion' 

preposition of'} 

The production rules allow us to verify that the string: 

'give' the','best', definition',of', the, last', notion 

is a legal sentence of CFG in this sample. 

Let us, on the other hand, regard a Horn clause in a definite program: 

h:-a1,42,* ,an 

or 

h -d1, d2,*,an 

We read the implication h - d1,a2,* * , an as a production rule: h > a1, d2,*** ,G 

which is interpreted as "h is well-formed if " d1, a2,* ,an is well-formed and such a 

production rule corresponds to each Horn clause. 

A first apparent difference between a production rule and a clause is the order m 

which the element of the right-hand part of the production rule: the order of elemenis u 

the body ofa clause is immaterial, due to the commutativity of the conjunction operau 
ation. 

In fact, the precise order of elements in the body of a clause is pushed in the prese 
order 

of elements of a list. 

We will define a first type of DCG associated with a CFG, and we will cal them 

"definite clause grammar of first type" (DcG-FT). 
Definition 1.2. Let G = (IN, Ir, S, P) a CFG for a sequence o quence of NL, as in sampie 

Dhere N 1s a set of syntactic categories and Ir is a set of words terna 
as80ciated with G is a definite program P, defined as follows: 

ninal. A DCG 

Jor each non-terminal X in In there ezists a predicate Px 

men 

Pr 
with 

one 

argunea 

Such hat Px(Y) 8uccceds iff Y is a list of syntactic catego"g 
X. 

Jor each production rule X X1, Xa. . X, there ezists a 

Px(YY. Y): -px, (Yi), , Px.(Y») 
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for each production rule X > 1,t E lr there ezists a Horn ciause px ([E|). 

In this condition, the following theorem is proved. 

am 1.3. Let G = (Ix, lr, S, P) be a CFG. A word w = wi, wz, , 0, E LG), 

ohere w E Ir i =1,:* * , n, if 

Ps(lwi,w2,* , Wn]) 

c.eceeds in DCG-FT, associated with G as in above definition. 

Proof. We will prove by induction on the length of the deduction a more general 

result: 

For VX, X > *wi, W2,** , uw, , where w; ¬ Ir ,i = 1,:*. ,n, iff px(lw1, w2, 

, wn) succeeds in DCG-FT, associated with G as in above definition. 

If the length of the deduction is 1, then it is X > t, and by definition px ([)) 

succeds. Let us suppose that VX , X > *w1, W2, , wn , is a deduction of length 

k +1.This deduction is of the form 

X X1, X2* Xm*W1,** , Wn 

Then, there exist the lists L1, L2,*. , Lm Such that: 

1.w1, W2, , n = {Li|La|- |Lm 

and 

2.X *Li, i = 1, ,m 

are the deductions of length < k. By induction assumption px,(L:) succeds, i = 1,.. , m. 

Since for the rule 

X X1, X2 Xn 

exIsts a Horn clause px(Y|Y| |Yn]) : -Px, (¥i), ,Px,. (Ym) and px;(Li) 

uceds, i= 1,.. . , m, then that px ([Lil |Lm) succeds too. 

th 

5 1, W2, , w, = [L1|L2.. . |Lm], that means that px(lw1, , 0») succeds. 

O the converse implication, we will proceed by induction on the length n of the 

ent list. If n = 1 than px ([wl) succeeds and, by above definition, X >w1. Let us 

Suppose that 

Px (lwi, w2,*** , wnl) 
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use 

succeeds. 
Accordingly with the above definition, there exists a Horn cl 

px([Yi|Yal.. Ym)): -px, (Y1), ,Px (Yn) 

and e. , 1 is obtained by concatenation of an instantiation of the list 

Let [Ll. . |Lm] be this instantiation. As Px,(Li) succeeds, i = 1,... .m 
Y-Y 

ngth 

of L. is n, by induction assumption we can say that Ai *Li ,i = 1,...m 

As X X1, X2. Xm, then X > Ai,Az** *Am *L1,*** , Lm = U... .. 

wing: 
Example 1.4. The DCG-FT associated with the sample grammar 1 is the fol 

domains 

lista=symbol* 

predicates 

sentence (lista) 

verb (lista) 

noun_phi(lista) 

noun ph2 (1ista) 

article(lista) 

adjective (1ista) 
noun (1ista) 

prep (lista) 

clauses 

sentence ( [VE |NP]):-verb( [VE] ),noun_ph1(NP). 

tence ( [VE NP]):-verb( [VE]) , noun.ph2 (NP). 
noun ph1( CAR, AD, NO]): -article( [AR]), 

adjective ( [ADI), 
noun ([NO]). 

noun ph2( [AR, AD, NO,PPINP]):-article ( [AR]), 

adjective( [AD]) , 
noun ( [NO]), 
prep([PP]), 
noun_ph1 (NP) . 

verb [give]). 
article( [the]). 
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adjective ( [best]) . 

adjective ([last]). 
noun ([definition] ). 

noun([not ion]). 

prep (Cof]). 

If the goal addressed to this DCG is: 3sentence(X) ,then we will obtain: X = 

giee, the, best, definition, of, the, last, notion ) and others 19 solutions. In the set of 

solution we find the following: [give, the, best, notion, of, the, last, definition), which is, 

surely, not semantically correct. In this point another tool that is introduced by DCG 

can be useful, namely the " procedure calls". 13). These are some relations between the 

arguments of symbols from Iy. The translation of this condition is easily realized by 

a DP,where the relational operators are permitted. Another generalisation realised by 

a DCG, apart from CFG, is the possibility of realisation of the number and the person 

agreement. 

Example 1.5. Sample grammar 2. 

sentence pronoun, verb, article, noun 

pronoun I 

pronoun you' 

pronoun he' 

pronoun we 

pronoun you' 

pronoun they' 

article d 

noun teacher' 

noun' teachers' 
verb> am' 

verbare' 

verbis' 

verb are' 

n this CFG grammar we can obtain the following incorrect, sentence: 

'Weis', the, teachers. 
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Let us transform CF production rules as: 

sentence(X, Y) + pronoun(X, Y), verb(A, Y), article, noun(X1

pronoun(1,1) " T 

pronoun(1,2) ' you' 

pronoun(1,3) he 
pronoun(2,1) > we' 

pronoun(2,2) you" 
pronoun(2,3) they 

article a' 

noun(1) teacher' 

noun(2) + teachers' 

verb(1,1) am' 
verb(1,2) are 

verb(1,3)is' 

verb(2,1) are' 
verb(2,2) are' 
verb(2,3) are 

In this DCG grammar, the sentence as above cannot be obtained. For example, we can 

obtain the following correct sentence: 

sentence(1, 1) > pronoun(1,1), verb(1, 1), article, noun(1) =*l/ am', e', teacher 

A rewriting of a word in this DCG grammar is obtained by a double process 
a 

application of the relation > * as in the usual definition and a unification proec 
This 

is a common fact with the unification grammar as in [1|. 
The DCG-FT obtained as in the above procedure is the following 

domains 

lista-symbol 
predicates 

sentence (integer, integer,lista) 
pronoun (integer, integer,lista) 
verb (integer , integer, 1ista) 
noun (int eger, lista) 
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article(1ista) 

clauses 

sentence(X, 
Y, LPn, V, Ar , N]): -pronoun (X, Y, [Pn]), 

verb (X,Y,[v]), 
article( [Ar]), 
noun (X, [NJ). 

pronoun (1, 1, (il). 

pronoun(1,2, [you]).

pronoun(1,3, [he]).

pronoun(2,1, [we]).

pronoun(2,2, [you]).

pronoun(2,3, [they] ). 

article( lal). 
noun(1, [teacher]). 
noun (2, [teachers]). 

verb(1,1, [aml). 
verb(1,2, [are]) . 

verb(1,3, [is]). BIBLIOTECA 
CLUJ-NAPOCA verb(2,1, [are]). 

OTECA FACULT�T 

verb(2,2, [arel). DE MATEMAT 
verb(2,3, [arel). 

The goal: sentence(1, 1, X) addressed to this DCG-FT obtains,

X = [T'} am', a', teacher|.

2. Obtaining the parse tree 

"we want to obtain the syntactic tree (the parse tree) of a sentence,we must 

dty the rules of association of DCG to a CFG. 

Let us consider the following sentence in the Sample grammar 1: 

'give' the'' best', de finition'' of', the, last' notion' 

e above sentence can be obtained by, the concatenation of all the leaves from 

e, Irom left to right. This tree can also be represented by means of the below 
the parse tree, 
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vord: 
construction, which suggests

better the process ot generation ofa 

), sentence(v('give'), np(art('the'), adj(best'), n('de finiti o 

prep('of"), nplart (the'), adj(last'), n('notion')) 

We will call such a tree an annotated tree. It is obtained h 
ree ty 

nere 8x, 8x, , 3Xg*** 81,0 down, such that each production rule X > Xi, Xa, ,X,. where . 

syntactic categories of i, A2,*** ,An, 18 annotated with sx(sX, , ... a X,) 

A DCG-FT which obtains the syntactic trees is defined as follows 

of NL. A DCG-FT ase Definition 2.1. Let G = (/v, lr, S, P) a CFG Jor a sequence of NL. A DCG.FT. 

ated with G for the syntactic tree is a definite program P defined as follous: 

for each non-terminal X in In which occurs in a production rule X X.. 

X and which is of the syntactic category sx, there erists a predicate 

Px(sx(Vi, , V,), [V,... , V) 

such that px(Y, Z) succeeds if Y is of the syntactic category of px and Z 

list of the syntactic categories of its descendents. 

for each production rule X X1, X2*. . Xn there erists a Horn clause: 

Px (&x(. V%,. V,), [V,V, , V}): -Px, (V.[V), Px,(Va.V 

for each production rule X + t,t ¬ Ir there erists a Horn clause 

Px(sx(t),E]). 

In this case, the following theorem is proved. 

Theorem 2.2. Let G = (IN, Ir, S, P) be a CFG. A word w = W1, 2*** 
the 

wtere w; E Ir ,i = 1,... , n, iff ps(A, [w1, w2,*: , Wn) succeeds 
otatou 

syntactic trec a550ciated with G as in the above definition, with A being e 

tree of w. 
1, obtaine' 

The DCG-FT for the syntactic tree, for CFG in Sample gre 

in the above procedure, is the following: 
domains 

dom=v (symbol) ; art (symbo1) ; adj (symbol) ;no (symbol ) i 

np (dom,dom, dom) ; sn (dom, dom) ; 
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apc(dom, dom, dom , dom, dom) ;p(symbol) 

1ists=symbol* 

predicates 

sentencet (dom, lists) 

verbt (dom, lists) 

noun pht1 (dom, lists) 

noun pht2(dom,1ists) 

articlet (dom , lists) 

adjectivet (dom, lists) 

nount (dom, lists) 

prept (dom, lists) 

clauses 

ent encet (sn (VE, NP),[VIN]):-verbt (VE, [VI) , noun_pht1 (NP, N). 
sentencet (sn (VE, NP), [VIN]):-verbt (VE, [V]) , noun_pht2(NP, N). 
noun_pht1(npc (AR, AD ,NO, PP,NP) , [Art,Adj,Nn, Prep |Nph]):- 

articlet (AR, CArt]), 

adjectivet (AD, [Adjl) 
nount (NO, [Nn]), 

prept (PP, [Prep]), 
noun_pht2 (NP , Nph). 

nOun.pht2(np (AR, AD , NO), [Art,Adj,N]) :-articlet (AR, [Art]), 
adjectivet (AD, [Adj]), 
nount (NO, [N]). 

verbt (v(give), [give]). 
articlet (art (the) , [the]). 
adjectivet (adj (best), [best]). 
adjectivet (adj (last), [last3). 
nount (no (defin ition) , [definition]). 
nount (no (notion) , [notion]). 
prept (p (of), [of]). 

corre sentence, and X is the annotated syntactic tree associated with it. 

Or the goal: sentence(X, Y) this progran obtains 20 solutions, in which Y is a 
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3. Definite clause grammar of second type 

Another sort of DCG associated with a CFG, which can desrs 

syntactic tree e 
of a sentence, if it is correct, is the DCG of the second type (DCCGST . 

below procedure. 

Definition 3.1. Let G= (/», lr, 5, P) a CFG. A DCG-ST associated si 
G is a 

def nite program P defined as follows: 

for each non-terminal X in Iy there erists a predicate pPx with wo arguments 
tegory 

such that px(Y, Z) succeeds if Y is a list whose head is of the syntactic eat 
X, and whose tail is the list Z. 

for each production rule X > Xi, Xg** X, there erists a Horn clase 

Px(Y, 4)Px, (Y, Y1),** PXa(Y-a, Yn-1)» Px.(Yn-1, 

for each production rule X +t,t e Ir there erists a Horn clause 

px(Y, Z):-Y = [t|Z). 

The following theorem can be proved. 

L[C), 
Theorem 3.2. Let G = (IN, Ir, S, P) be a CFG. A word w = w1, W2Un 

* 

where w E Ir ,i = 1, ,n, if 

Ps(w1, wa, , wnl ) 

succeeds in DCG-ST, associated with G as in the above definition. 

mar 3. 

In the following we will build the DCG-ST associated with the sa 
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Example 3.3. Sample grammar 3. 

sentence subject, verb, complernent 

sentence > article, noun 

complenent > adjective 

article+ ['the') 

noun fwork'] 
noun > [child) 

adjective + ['nice] 

adjective+['sage'| 
verb [is] 

lista=symbol* 

predicatees 

sentence (1ista, lista) 

subject (lista,lista) 

verb(lista, lista) 

complement (lista,lista) 

article (1lista,lista) 

adjective (lista, lista) 
noun(lista,lista) 

clauses 

sentence (Y,2) : -subject (Y, Y1), 

verb (Y1, Y2), 
complement (Y2,Z) . 

subject (Y,Z) : -article(Y, Y1) , noun (Y1,Z). 

Complement (Y,2):-adjective(Y, Z) . 

article(Y, Z): -Y=[the |Z]. 
noun (Y,Z) :-Y=[work12]. 
noun (Y,Z):-Y-[chi1d |2]. 
verb(Y,Z):-Y= [is|Z].
adjective(Y,Z) : -Y=[nice |Z]. 

Dhe goal is: sentence(Y, [), then the solution is: Y = ['the', child,' is','nice) 
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